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Efficient XML Stream Processing: The Raindrop Approach 
 
As streaming data becomes more and more prevalent, it is imperative that we develop techniques 
to process such data efficiently. In this talk, we will focus on XML stream processing and our 
system that we call Raindrop, which processes XQuery expressions over XML streams. XQuery 
can be considered as consisting of three parts: (a) pattern retrieval via XPath expressions (b) 
filtering via predicates and (c) output restructuring. There are at least two different opportunities 
for performing pattern retrieval -- (a) retrieve the patterns on the streaming XML tokens using 
automaton, (b) extract several tokens into an appropriate object, say DOM object, and perform 
navigation on this object. Which approach to use for retrieving the different patterns will depend 
on the query/XML stream characteristics. In Raindrop, we model pattern retrieval using 
automaton and DOM-based navigation uniformly using an algebraic paradigm, and use cost-
based approaches for choosing an efficient plan. Further, using automaton for query processing 
is becoming more and more prevalent, and we shall examine trade-offs between different 
automata-based approaches for the same.  
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